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Last week I wrote about Black Friday sales, but I have to admit: They could promise to hand out iPads at the door like Halloween candy, and you won't find me shivering in the cold at 2am outside to insert any big name store box here. Fortunately, I won't miss holiday deals just because I prefer to shop from the comfort of my own home: the National Retail
Federation Shop.org reports that nearly 90 percent of retailers will have special promotions online. But here's the real news: Many of them won't just stick to offering deals on Cyber Monday (traditional Monday after Thanksgiving online shopping day), but will promote discounts as early as Thursday - Thanksgiving. And a number of traditional brick-and-mortar
retailers, such as JCPenney, Kohl's, and Macy's, will have the same deals online starting Thursday as they will be in their stores on Friday. Others (Walmart, Target, Sears and Kmart, for example) will have deals on their sites, but you'll still have to bust the door for extreme price cuts. Online retailers Amazon.com, Overstock.com, Buy.com and many, many
others, will also not wait until the beginning of the next business week to promote their sales. Some tips to shop these cyber-sales effectively - and safely: Start browsing now. Visit cybermonday.com for lists of deals already published. Also, sign up to get newsletters from your favorite stores and e-tailers (to your junkmail account if you have one - if not, set
up one), so you'll be alerted to any bonus deals or other insider information. Create an account in advance for trading sites that you know and trust to speed up your checkout. Some will even allow you to save the shopping cart - do it on Wednesday, and your Thursday shopping with will be bundled with just a few quick clicks. Get up early. I know you thought
you could avoid it. Unfortunately, the online stocks are not limitless, so the best deals will not last long. But, hey, at least you can crawl back to bed after that. Be careful with your credit card. Read the site's security statement explaining how it encrypts your personal information, and when you leave, look for a small lock icon in the bottom right corner of the
browser frame and https:// (meaning s secure) in the status bar. When he doubts, don't buy. Still not sure what to get them? Check out our recommendations for the best gifts for children and men on your list. Another way to cut your holiday costs: DIY stocking stockings. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on Courtesy of Amazon last summer, Hugh Grant returned to the small screen in a very English scandal, a three-part miniseries around the Thorpe case, the infamous political and sex scandal in 1970s Britain. In the show Grant plays the role of
politician Jeremy Thorpe, MP in the 1970s A Liberal Party leader who was put on trial for conspiring to murder his former lover, Norman Scott (played in the Ben Wishaw show). The series has been a hit with both fans and critics, with Wishaw picking up an Emmy nomination for his role. Here's how to watch: If you have access to a BBC iplayer, the final
episode of the show is available there. Here's a handy link where to watch, but will it only work in U.K.Is a very English scandal on Netflix? Unfortunately, this is not the case. It's not on iTunes at the moment, either. But, all three episodes of the very English scandal are now available to stream via Amazon Prime.If you already have a Prime subscription, just
head over to the show page and click play. If you haven't signed up for amazon service memberships, they offer a free, 30-day trial, which is enough time to watch the three-part series. Or, Prime costs $12.99 a month, and gives you access not only to the very English scandal, but tons of other programs such as Wonderful Mrs. Maisel, and Mozart's
Jungle.Plus, you get free, two-day shipping by choice of Amazon orders. Watch NowStill not sure you want to take the plunge? Watch the trailer for the very English scandal below: This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This content is created
and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io the Premier League live streams are back, although it may seem that the Premier League wrapped up its season just the other day - it was actually the end of July. The
2020-21 season is ready to start and we wonder if Liverpool can defend their first top-flight title in 30 years. Or will Manchester City return to the top of the league after a season for Pep Guardiola's team? These are not the only issues looming as the English Premier League season gets underway. Chelsea and Manchester United are preparing for a longshot
title challenge themselves, while Arsenal and Tottenham hope to touch back into the Premier League's top four. Leeds United are back in the Premier League for the first time in 16 years and hope to stay for a while; Other recently promoted sides - West Bromwich Albion and Fulham - figure to have tougher time avoiding relegation. NFL live stream: Watch
NFL games onlineBest streaming gamesThe Premier League season gets underway with Arsenal taking on Fulham at 7.30am EDT/4.30am PDT on Saturday (September 12), with the other top opening weekend Match-ups featuring Liverpool vs Leeds (12.30pm EDT on Saturday), Spurs vs Everton (11.30pm EDT on Sunday) and Brighton vs Chelsea
(3.15pm EDT on Monday). It's a lot of games to watch this weekend. And there are even more live stream of the Premier League with more than ever available to view on on this season. We can show you where to find Premier League action, as well as what subscriptions and services you will need to track matches. How to watch live Premier League games
with VPNLet say there is a Premier League match you want to stream that is not available wherever you find yourself. A virtual private network, or VPN, can come to your rescue. With a VPN, you can make it seem like you're surfing the web from somewhere else, allowing you to view live streams that might otherwise not be available in your area. If you're not
sure which VPN service to use, don't worry. We have tested many different options to find the best VPN and we think ExpressVPN is the way to go. ExpressVPN offers excellent speed and excellent customer service. We believe that speed, safety and simplicity make ExpressVPN the second no. During our tests we saw a fast connection time, and we are
impressed by the service's ability to access more than 3,000 services scattered across 160 locations in 94 countries. There is a 30-day guarantee of reverse money if you are not satisfied. Watch The DealPremier League live streams in USUS viewers will want to familiarize themselves with NBC, as it is a television network that has the rights to the Premier
League in the US. Every weekend, you'll find matches airing on either NBC or NBCSN cable channel; For Premier League games in midweek, coverage usually appears on NBCSN. In previous seasons, matches not airing on NBC or NBCSN will be included in NBC Sports Gold, a subscription streaming service available to everyone, whether they have cable
or not. That changes for the 2020-21 Premier League season. Now, additional matches are appearing on Peacock Premium, a paid level of the recently launched Peacock streaming service. According to NBC, more than 175 Premier League matches will be broadcast on Peacock Premium between now and the end of the season in May 2021. So this is
definitely an option football fans will want to consider. Peacock Premium: The paid Peacock level streaming service costs $4.99 a month and has additional shows and movies other than Premier League live streams. The service is free for customers of Xfinity Flex and Xfinity X1 and video customers with subscription to Xfinity Online or digital starter TV. It's
also free for Coke Internet customers with Contour TV Basic or above. Watch dealAll matches airing on NBC or NBCSN streaming on the nbc Sports website or the NBC Sports app (Android, iOS). You will need to log into these options using a cable or satellite TV provider though, so cord cutters will have to find an alternative to watch The Premier
League.You may consider switching to a subscription streaming TV service, especially if you can find one that charges less than you used to pay for cable. The cheapest version is Sling TV, which includes NBCSC in its blue channel package. Fubo.TV costs a little more, but includes more channels in its monthly Sling TV: Blue package costs $30 a month a
month has 44 channels in addition to NBCSN. You get a 10-hour cloud-based DVR to record programming to watch later. Watch DealFubo.TV: Fubo.TV has over 100 channels, including NBCSN, and it costs $59.99. It also offers a cloud DVR feature. Watch DealPremier League live streams in UKIn UK, Sky Sports and BT Sport bring you most of your
Premier League coverage. However, with crowds still not allowed in stadiums to watch matches due to the coronavirus pandemic, more Premier League matches are appearing on TV this season. This means you will also be able to live stream some matches through the BBC and Amazon Prime.All 28 Premier League matches played in September will be
televised, and the league is keeping its options open for October as well. But to find the vast majority of Premier League action, you want to sign up for either Sky Sports or BT Sport (or both). You can subscribe to the Sky Sports package. Now TV also sells passes to Sky Sports per day (9.99 euros) or per month (33.99 euros). The current promotion
discounts a monthly pass of up to 25 pounds when you undertake a year of service. As for BT Sport, you can sign up for one of their packages to get its Premier League coverage. There's currently a streaming-only option in the form of no 25 BT Sports Monthly Pass.Premier League live streams in The CanadianStreaming Premier League are very simple in
Canada, where DAWN has all the coverage. You can subscribe to the service and get a one-month free trial that will allow you to watch the start of the 2020-21 Premier League season. After that, it's $20 a month or an annual subscription of $150 for DAUS. DZN.
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